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Abstract

The mid-1950s saw the relationship between China and Indonesia evolve from one of mutual
hostility to one of fraternity as a trend of détente emerged out of the Geneva (1954) and the
Bandung (1955) conferences. This article explores why and how the two newly independent
nations applied art diplomacy to reduce their ideological differences and facilitate their com-
mercial andpolitical rapprochements for the sake of Asian solidarity. Through contextualizing
a series of art activities between the two nations, especially China’s reproduction of President
Sukarno’s private collection of paintings and Chairman Mao Zedong’s gifts of Chinese ink
paintings to President Sukarno, this article argues that interactions in the name of art exem-
plify how China shaped its modern profile as an independent and industrialized power. It will
also show how China deviated from its diplomacy of ‘Leaning to One Side’, formulated in the
late 1940s, towards the ‘Peaceful United Front’ of the mid-1950s. More broadly, art relations
between China and Indonesia reflect intensive cultural exchanges between the newly inde-
pendent, yet ideologically clashing, nations of the ThirdWorld in the postwar period and offer
a multifaceted history of the Cold War beyond the binary paradigm of the two superpowers
of the United States and the Soviet Union.

Keywords: China-Indonesia art exchange; Bandung conference; Chinese diplomacies and art in the Cold
War; Sukarno’s art collection

Introduction

On 30 September 1956, the president of the Republic of Indonesia Achmed Sukarno
(1901–1970) paid his first visit to the People’s Republic of China (hereafter PRC).1

Upon his arrival at Xijiao Airport in Beijing, he received a rousing welcome
from the PRC’s senior leaders who were waiting for him at the airport, includ-
ing Chairman Mao Zedong (1893–1976), Prime Minister Zhou Enlai (1898–1976), and
the two vice chairmen Liu Shaoqi (1898–1969) and Song Qingling (1893–1981), as
well as many other influential figures such as the Chinese ambassador to Indonesia

1During his presidency, Sukarno visited China in 1956, 1961, and 1964. This article focuses on his first
visit.
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Huang Zhen (1909–1989), the Chinese-born Southeast Asian entrepreneur Chen
Jiageng (also known as Tan Kah Kee, 1874–1961), and the China-Indonesia Friendship
Association’s director Burhan Shahidi (1894–1989). About 300,000 people lined the two
sides of the more than 20-kilometre long road from the airport to the Zhongnanhai,
holding up portraits of Sukarno, waving Indonesian flags, and cheering ‘Long Live
Bung Karno’ and ‘Long Live Peace’.2 The colourful posters on the buildings and walls,
which read ‘Long Live China-Indonesia Solid and Unbreakable Friendship’ and ‘Long
Live the Peace of Asia-Africa and the World’, echoed Sukarno’s advocacy of the peace
and unity of Asian and African people during his opening address at the Bandung
Conference a year previously.3 The PRC’s People’s Daily published triumphant reports
and photos of Sukarno’s visit (see Figure 1), marking this event as a milestone of the
newly established PRC’s diplomatic achievements.4 In the evening, Mao hosted a state
banquet for Sukarno, where the two leaders delivered speeches that stressed the two
nations’ shared memory of anticolonial revolutions and expressed the hope that the
China-Indonesia fraternal relationshipwould be strengthened.5 In addition tomilitary
officers, politicians, and journalists, the Presidential Palace painter Dullah (1919–1996)
and the Balinese art delegates, whom Sukarno had invited to accompany him to
China, also attended the banquet and received a warm welcome. The next day, when
more than 500,000 citizens in Beijing celebrated the PRC’s seventh anniversary, Mao
invited Sukarno to watch the military parade in Tiananmen Square. The group photo
entitled ‘Asian solidarity’ (see Figure 2), showing Sukarno, Mao, and Nepal’s Premier
Tanka Prasad Acharya (1912–1992) standing together and reviewing the parade, was
disseminated worldwide through the PRC-backed English-language magazine China
Reconstructs designed for foreign readers. It served as a visual statement of China’s ties
with Indonesia and its vision for the unity of Asia.6

It was in such an amicable atmosphere that Prime Minister Zhou gifted Sukarno
a two-volume, oversized, quadrilingual (Indonesian, Chinese, English, and Russian)
anthology entitled Paintings from the Collection of Dr. Sukarno President of the Republic
of Indonesia (see Figure 3). With 206 fine-grained images printed from photographs
of the original paintings selected by Dullah from Sukarno’s collection, the anthol-
ogy included paintings of various subjects and in different styles, none of which had
previously been published in any country, including Indonesia.7 As an keen amateur

2For a detailed description of Sukarno’s visit to China, see Hong Liu, China and the shaping of Indonesia
(Kyoto: National University of Singapore Press and Kyoto University Press, 2011), pp. 216–222.

3Sukarno, Opening address at the Asian-African Conference, Bandung, 18 April 1955 (Djakarta: The Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, 1955), pp. 19–29.

4‘Shoudu shushiwan ren jiadao huanying Sujianuo zongtong, Mao Zedong zhuxi dao jichang yingjie
Yindunixiya guibin’ [Hundreds of thousands of people in the capital welcomed Sukarno on the roadsides,
Chairman Mao Zedong welcomed Indonesian guests of honour at the airport], People’s Daily, 1 October
1956.

5‘Mao Zedong jüxing guoyan zhaodai Sujianuo zongtong’ [Mao Zedong held a state banquet towelcome
President Sukarno], People’s Daily, 3 October 1956.

6People’s Daily reported this event in detail; see ‘Shoudu renmin huandu guoqingjie, Sujianuo zongtong,
Azha liya shouxiang he geguo xiongdidang de daibiao canjia jianyue’ [People of the capital celebrated
the national day, President Sukarno, Premier Acharya, and delegates of brotherly parties from different
countries participated in reviewing the parade], People’s Daily, 2 October 1956.

7In 1964, eight years after the Chinese version of Sukarno’s anthology. Japan’s Toppan Printing
Company published a five-volume anthology of Sukarno’s art collection entitled Paintings and Statues from

the Collection of President Sukarno of the Republic of Indonesia.
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Figure 1. Mao welcomed Sukarno in Beijing on 30 September 1956. Source:Hong Liu,China and the shaping of Indonesia
(Kyoto: National University of Singapore Press and Kyoto University Press, 2011), p. 217.

artist andpatronwhohad kept creating and collecting artworks evenduring the turbu-
lent period of the anticolonial revolution,8 Sukarno received this gift with excitement
as it fulfilled his long-held desire to have his private art collection published and
become knownworldwide; as he said, ‘thanks to this anthology of paintings, the world
comes to know Indonesia’.9 Ahandwritten letter by Sukarno (see Figure 4) emphasized
the anthology’s diplomatic significance in strengthening the brotherly ties between
the Chinese and Indonesian people.10 In the same spirit, the anthology’s foreword,
written by the People’s Fine Arts Publishing House publisher in Beijing, described this
anthology as a symbol of the growing friendship and cultural exchanges between the
two nations.11

The promotion of Sukarno’s art collection in China generated widespread enthusi-
asm for Indonesian history and culture and profound sympathy for the Indonesian
anticolonial revolution. In return, the Chinese ink paintings carefully selected by
Mao and Zhou as national gifts for Sukarno reinforced his admiration for China’s
classical aesthetics and the country’s recent achievements in modern industry. The
ongoing art exchange activities, as this article argues, inspired the two nations to
put aside their political and ideological differences and turn to embrace their shared

8Sukarno amassed more than 2,300 artworks in his collection, most of which are paintings. For
Sukarno’s artistic background, see Angus McIntyre, ‘Sukarno as artist-politician’, in Indonesian political

biography: In search of cross-cultural understanding, (ed.) AngusMcIntyre (Clayton: Centre of Southeast Asian
Studies, Monash University, 1993), pp. 161–210; Mikke Susanto, ‘Sukarno: Collector and patron of modern
Indonesian art’, https://www.stedelijk.nl/en/digdeeper/sukarno, [accessed 4 July 2023].

9Fan Zhonghui, Jiangjun, waijiaojia, yishujia: Huang Zhen Zhuan [General, diplomat, and artist: Biography
of Huang Zhen] (Beijing: Zhongyang wenxian chubanshe, 2007), p. 387.

10Dullah (ed.), Paintings from the collection of Dr. Sukarno president of the Republic of Indonesia (Peking:
People’s Fine Arts Publishing House, 1956), pp. 11–12.

11Ibid., p. 7.
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Figure 2. Mao invited Sukarno to watch the military parade on 1 October 1956. Source: China Reconstructs, vol. 5, no.
12, 1956, no pagination.

Asian history and culture. They carried on the spiritual heritage of the Bandung
Conference and anticipated the development of Sukarno’s idea of ‘Guided Democracy’.
Moreover, implementing art diplomacy coincided with and facilitated China’s trade
with Indonesia, which can be considered part of China’s response to the commercial
embargo imposed by theUnited States in the aftermath of theKoreanWar (1950–1953).

Although China-Indonesia cultural exchanges through visual art received signif-
icant media coverage at the time, it has largely escaped the scrutiny of historians.
Scholars of cultural history have paid increasing attention to China-Indonesia interac-
tions in the spheres of literature, music, dance, theatre, and film,12 but visual art has

12Jennifer Lindsay, ‘Performing Indonesia abroad’ and Rhoma Dwi Aria Yuliantri, ‘LEKRA and ensem-
bles: Tracing the Indonesian musical stage’, in Heirs to world culture: Being Indonesian 1950–1965, (eds)
Jennifer Lindsay and Maya H. T. Liem (Leiden: KITLV Press, 2012), pp. 191–220, 421–451; Liu, China and

the Shaping of Indonesia, pp. 106–124, 234–266; Siyuan Liu, ‘The case of Princess Baihua: State diplomatic
functions and theatrical creative process in China in the 1950s’, Asian Theatre, no. 1, 2013, pp. 1–29; Krista
Van Fleit Hang, “‘The law has no conscience”: The cultural construction of justice and the reception
of Awara in China’, Asian Cinema, no. 2, 2013, pp. 141–159; Emily Wilcox, ‘Performing Bandung: China’s
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Figure 3. Cover of Paintings from the Collection of Dr.Sukarno President of the Republic of Indonesia, vol.1 (Peking:People’s
Fine Arts Publisher, 1956). Source: Photo by author.

been under-recognized. Relevant questions concerning the context and impact of art
relations between China and Indonesia in the mid-twentieth century have remained
unexplored. Why was Sukarno’s private collection of paintings published in China, a
nation that the Indonesian government regarded as a threatening power in the late
1940s and early 1950s? Why did publication take place in the year 1956? How was the
benign subject of art instrumentalized to wage and advance China’s diplomatic ties
with Indonesia as a non-communist nation during the Cold War? And, to what extent
could China’s traditionalist paintings help construct its modern profile as an indepen-
dent, peace-loving, and industrialized nation? These questions cannot be answered
without considering China’s and Indonesia’s geopolitical positions in the early Cold
War, especially their respective relationships with the two superpowers, the United
States and the Soviet Union. By contextualizing the making of the anthology Paintings

dance diplomacy with India, Indonesia, and Burma, 1953–1962’, Inter-Asia Cultural Studies, no. 4, 2017,
pp. 518–539.
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Figure 4. A handwritten letter by Sukarno. Source: Dullah (ed.), Paintings from the Collection of Dr. Sukarno President of
the Republic of Indonesia, vol. 1 (Peking: People’s Fine Arts Publisher, 1956), pp. 11–12.

from the Collection of Dr. Sukarno President of the Republic of Indonesia in the changing cli-
mate of international politics between the late 1940s and 1950s, the first section of this
article analyses the geopolitical forces and national interests instrumental in shaping
China’s art diplomacy and its cultural connection with Indonesia.

Existing literature on the Chinese art history of the Maoist era (1949–1976) either
situates visual art within the national framework by stressing the value of propagan-
distic art forms such as new year pictures, woodcuts, and posters, or concentrates
on the artistic affinity between China and Soviet Russia with an emphasis on China’s
institutionalization of socialist realist paintings.13 Recent studies on China-Romania

13Arnold Chang, Painting in the People’s Republic of China: The politics of style (Boulder: Westview Press,
1980); Ellen Johnston Laing, The winking owl: Art in the People’s Republic of China (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
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Figure 4. (Continued.)

art exchanges reinforce the constructed model that confined the scope of Chinese art
within the Socialist bloc.14 Less well documented is the fact that in the 1950s China
actively sought dialogues with non-socialist countries in East Asia, Southeast Asia,

University of California Press, 1988); Julia F. Andrews, Painters and politics in the People’s Republic of China

(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1994); Melissa Chiu and Shengtian Zheng (eds),
Art and China’s revolution (New York, New Heaven: Yale University Press, 2008); Richard King (ed.), Art in
turmoil: The Chinese Cultural Revolution, 1966–76 (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2010).

14Chen Qi, ‘Bange shiji de qiusuo—“Boba youhua xunlianban” de lüji’ [A half-century exploration—
traces of Popa oil painting training class], Art Research, no. 5, 2010, pp. 96–102; Sheng Wei, ‘Cong
“Maxunban” dao “Luoxunban”: yiduan sanguo jiaozhi de yishushi’ [From ‘Maksimov training class’ to
‘Romanian training class’: A passage of art history at the intersection of three nations], Wenyi yanjiu, no.
7, 2020, pp. 136–149.
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South Asia, Africa, and Europe through the channel of visual art.15 In broadening the
scope of Chinese art history to a transnational and cross-ideological context, this arti-
cle’s first and second sections investigate the China-Indonesia art networks composed
of political leaders, diplomats, cultural delegates, and individual artists who collec-
tively contributed to reproducing Sukarno’s collection of paintings in China. They
serve as an entry point to reconsider art’s political goals and agency in the milieu of
China’s changing relations with the world during the early Cold War period.

Artworks are often under-recognized and dismissed as insignificant or trivial
vis-à-vis themilitary and technological races at the core of the ColdWar. Scholars have
long discussed the indispensable value of literature in shaping the ideological rivalry
between the two superpowers.16 The significance of literature in cultural warfare is
explicitly expressed in President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s well-known claim: ‘books are
weapons’, and literary studies have researched the function of literature in China’s
diplomatic ties with Africa, Europe, and South Asia.17 However, visual art played a
no less significant role in the cultural battlefield. The binary opposition between
American abstract expressionism and Soviet socialist realism suffices to exemplify
the impact of visual art in communicating the different political ideologies of the
two superpowers.18 The third section of this article, through a visual analysis of three
Chinese ink paintings selected as national gifts for Sukarno, argues for the irreplace-
able role of artistic elements in the China-Indonesia fraternal relationship, and it
complicates the generally accepted bipolar art landscape of the Cold War defined
by the two mainstream art of abstract expressionism and socialist realism. It is true
that the Chinese Communist Party (hereafter CCP) and a wide array of Indonesian
nationalist forces respectively relied on the Soviet Union’s and the United States’
economic aid during the revolutionary period, and their subsequent art and culture
inevitably bore the influence of socialism (in China) and capitalism (in Indonesia).

15The emerging research on China’s art exchanges with non-communist nations includes Laura De
Giorgi, ‘Chinese brush,Western canvas: The travels of Italian artists andwriters, and themaking of China’s
international cultural identity in the mid-1950s’, Modern Asian Studies, vol. 51, no. 1, 2017, pp. 170–193;
YangWang, ‘Envisioning the Third World: Modern art and diplomacy in Maoist China’, ARTMargins, no. 2,
2019, pp. 31–54; Martina Tanga and Yang Wang, ‘Exhibiting communist Italy abroad: The 1956 artist
delegation to the People’s Republic of China’, Predella, no. 52, 2022, pp. 143–157.

16John Lewis,We now know: Rethinking ColdWar history (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997); Walter
L. Hixson, Parting the curtain: Propaganda, culture, and the ColdWar, 1945–1961 (NewYork: PalgraveMacmillan,
1997); Jessica C. E. Gienow-Hecht,Transmission impossible: American journalismas cultural diplomacy in postwar

Germany, 1945–1955 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana University Press, 1999); Jeffrey Brooks, ‘Stalin’s ghost: Cold
War culture and U.S.-Soviet relations’, in The Cold War after Stalin’s Death, (eds) Klaus Larres and Kenneth
Osgood (Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, 2006), pp. 115–134.

17Angela Romano andValeria Zanier (eds), ‘Circumventing the ColdWar: The parallel diplomacy of eco-
nomic and cultural exchanges betweenWestern Europe and socialist China in the 1950s and 1960s’, Special
issue of Modern Asian Studies, vol. 51, no. 1, 2017; Nicolai Volland, Socialist cosmopolitanism: The Chinese lit-

erary universe, 1945–1965 (New York: Columbia University Press, 2017); Jia Yan, ‘Writing friendship: The
fraternal travelogue and China-India cultural diplomacy in the 1950s’, in The form of ideology and the ideol-

ogy of form: Cold War, decolonization and Third World print cultures, (eds) Francesca Orsini, Neelam Srivastava
and Laetitia Zecchini (Cambridge: Open Book Publishers, 2022), pp. 67–98.

18Serge Guibaut, How New York stole the idea of modern art (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985);
Duncan White went further to argue that it was because abstract art was banned in Moscow that the
Eisenhower government promoted abstract expressionism: see Duncan White, Cold warriors: Writers who

waged the literary Cold War (New York: HarperCollins Publisher, 2019).
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Nevertheless, China-Indonesia interactions in the field of art entail and amplify the
tradition of each country’s indigenous art forms, presenting an Asian mode of art
history beyond the Western-centric art narrative of the Cold War.

Transcending ideological divisions: A prelude to China-Indonesia art exchanges

Although the Republic of Indonesia (est. 1945) and the PRC (est. 1949) enacted a formal
diplomatic relationship in April 1950, the two nations were often hostile, if not com-
pletely antagonistic. When the CCP defeated the Nationalist Party (also known as the
Kuomintang, hereafter KMT) in the Civil War (1945–1949), it built up the United Front
Work Department to disseminate ideas of Marxism-Leninism and Maoism among the
communists and ethnic Chinese in India, Indonesia, Vietnam, and other countries in
Asia.19 Furthermore, Mao’s announcement in June 1949 of the foreign policy ‘Leaning
to One Side’ and China’s entry in December 1950 into the Korean War (1950–1953)
aligned China with the Soviet Union.20 The nationalist-led Indonesian government
perceived the CCP’s expansive influence in Southeast Asia as a threat and categorized
the CCP as a follower of the Soviet Union’s communist authoritarianism.21 Meanwhile,
the CCP criticized the Indonesian government for its rapport with the United States
and Japan. From Mao’s perspective, Sukarno’s acceptance of the American interven-
tion in the Renville Agreements (1948) and his compromise with the Dutch colonialists
during the Dutch-Indonesian Round Table Conference (1949) made the Indonesian
government subservient toWestern imperialists and colonialists. The Chinese govern-
ment was particularly irritated by the Indonesian government’s acquiescence to the
political activities of the KMT’s branch in Jakarta.22

The two nations’ different aesthetic preferences mirrored and magnified their
political tensions, blocking the channels of art exchanges. In the early 1950s, the
Dutch painter Ries Mulder (1909–1973) was invited to teach modern Western paint-
ing at the Bandung Technical Institute, while the Soviet painter Konstantin M.
Maksimov (1913–1994) taught socialist realist painting at the Central Academy of

19For China’s foreign policies in Southeast Asia during the early Cold War, see Chen Jian, ‘Bridging
revolution and decolonization: The “Bandung discourse” in China’s early Cold War experience’, Chinese
Historical Review, vol. 15, no. 2, 2008, pp. 207–241; Niu Jun, The Cold War and China’s foreign policy making

(Beijing: Jiuzhou Press, 2013), pp. 238–256; GreggA. Brazinsky,Winning the ThirdWorld: Sino-American rivalry

during the Cold War (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2017), pp. 38–44.
20In April 1949, Mao conceived of the idea of avoiding neutrality by choosing one side of the two super-

powers, and he officially named the policy ‘Leaning to One Side’ in his article ‘On People’s Democratic
Dictatorship’ written on 30 June 1949; see Mao Zedong, Mao Zedong xuanji di si juan [Selected works of Mao

Zedong, vol. 4] (Beijing: Renmin chubanshe, 1991), pp. 1472–1473; Chen Jian, China’s road to the Korean War:

The making of the Sino-American confrontation (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994).
21For research on Indonesia’s perceptions of China in the late 1940s and early 1950s, see Franklin

B. Weinstein, Indonesian foreign policy and the dilemma of dependence: From Sukarno to Soeharto (Jakarta,
Singapore: Equinox Publishing, 2007), pp. 88–95; Rex Mortimer, Indonesian communism under Sukarno:

Ideology and politics 1959–1965 (Jakarta, Singapore: Equinox Publishing, 2006); Nicholas Tarling (ed.),
Cambridge history of Southeast Asia: The nineteenth and twentieth centuries, vol. 2 (Cambridge University Press,
2008), pp. 361–365.

22David Mozingo, Chinese policy toward Indonesia 1949–1967 (Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur: Equinox Publishing,
2007), pp. 80–83.
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Fine Arts (hereafter CAFA) in Beijing.23 While prestigious Indonesian painters such as
Affandi (1907–1990), Sindu Sudjojono (1913–1986), and Hendra Gunawan (1918–1983)
experimented with European expressionist paintings and the younger generation of
Indonesian painters publicly displayed their Cubist and abstract paintings, Chinese
official art journals published articles condemning suchmodern European art styles as
the ugly aesthetics of the bourgeois class, and it was not until the 1980s that abstract
paintings became legitimate in the Chinese art world.24 Under these circumstances,
art exchanges between the two nations were almost stagnant.

China-Indonesia relations began to thaw when the left-wing nationalist Ali
Sastroamidjojo (1903–1975) assumed the position of Indonesia’s prime minister in
1953. In August of the same year, Ali appointed Arnold Mononutu (1896–1983) as the
first Indonesian ambassador to China; he hadpreviously cautioned against aligning the
CCP with Soviet communism and argued for the CCP’s independence in its fights for
the national interest.25 Between 1953 and 1955, the People’s Daily constantly reported
the increasing votes gained by the Communist Party of Indonesia (Partai Komunis
Indonesia, hereafter PKI) in the national elections of Indonesia.26 In the meantime,
the Indonesian government was pressured by the United States’ various actions to
draw it into alignment with the West.27 The Ali-led cabinet’s claim for West Irian, its
advocation of independent foreign policies, its decision not to join the Washington-
backed Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (hereafter SEATO), and its proposal for
the Bandung Conference suggested Indonesia’s changing attitude towards the United
States.28 Actions such as replacing the Indonesian charge d’affaires in Beijing with an
official Indonesian embassy and expanding thePKI-based Institute of theCulture of the
People (Lembaga Kebudayaan Rakyat, hereafter LEKRA) networks with Chinese writ-
ers and artists provided institutional support for the cultural exchanges between the
two nations in the ensuing years.29

23For the institutionalization of Western modernism in Indonesia, see Claire Holt, Art in Indonesia:

Continuities and change (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1967), pp. 234–244; Helena Spanjaard, Artists
and their inspiration: A guide through Indonesian art history, 1930–2015 (Netherlands: LM Publishers, 2016),
pp. 46–81. For the institutionalization of the Soviet Union’s socialist realism in China, see Andrews,
Painters and politics, pp. 148–161.

24Yiqing Li, ‘Abstract painting: The formation of new aesthetics in post-Mao China’, Modern Chinese

Literature and Culture, vol. 33. no. 2, 2021, pp. 49–97.
25Liu, China and the shaping of Indonesia, p. 71.
26The PKI’s membership increased from 7,910 at the beginning of 1952 to over 100,000 by the end of

that year. Mortimer, Indonesian communism under Sukarno, p. 49; Tarling, Cambridge history of Southeast Asia,
p. 423.

27For the United States’ expansive power in Southeast Asia, see Melvyn P. Leffler, ‘The emergence
of an American grand strategy, 1945–1952’ and Robert J. McMahon, ‘US national security policy from
Eisenhower to Kennedy’, in The Cambridge history of the Cold War, vol. 1, (eds) Melvyn P. Leffler and Odd
Arne Westad (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010), pp. 82–85, 294. Weinstein, Indonesian Foreign

Policy, pp. 71–72.
28Weinstein, Indonesian Foreign Policy, pp. 66–82.
29Simon Soon, ‘Engineering the human soul in 1950s Indonesia and Singapore’, in Art, global Maoism and

the Chinese Cultural Revolution, (ed.) Jacopo Galimberti (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2020),
pp. 53–66, esp. 55–59; Lindsay and Liem (eds), Heirs to world culture, pp. 421–451; Spanjaard, Artists and their
inspiration, p. 63.
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In parallel, China’s inclination towards independent diplomacy was enhanced by
the subtle change in the Beijing-Moscow relationship resulting from Joseph Stalin’s
(1878–1953) death.30 Slow diplomatic development was another factor that motivated
China to extend its geopolitical orbit to include countries beyond the Socialist bloc.
Within the first year of the PRC’s establishment, China had developed diplomatic
relationships with 19 countries, but this number increased by only five from 1951
to 1955.31 The Geneva Conference held between 26 April and 20 July in 1954, how-
ever, provided timely opportunities for China to develop new allies with non-socialist
countries. One month after the Geneva Conference, Mao restated the concept of the
Intermediate Zone, proposing China’s peaceful coexistence with Asian and European
countries regardless of their different political ideologies.32 In late 1954, China intro-
duced a new diplomatic policy called the ‘Peaceful United Front’, seeking to unite with
countries despite their different political ideologies. The ideology-based diplomacy
‘Leaning to One Side’ formulated in the late 1940s now gave way to a more pragmatic
diplomacy that transcended the dichotomy of communism and capitalism.33

At this crucial juncture of renewing diplomacy, art came to play a role in reducing
the tensions between China and Indonesia that had accumulated in the previous years.
Just one month after the Geneva Conference, China welcomed the Indonesian Art
Delegation in Beijing. Zhou Yang (1908–1989), then the vice director of the Propaganda
Department, acclaimed the delegation’s contribution to the China-Indonesia bond
and Asian peace.34 Additionally, the Ministry of Culture organized the Indonesian
Art Exhibition at the Waterside Pavilion of Zhongshan Park in Beijing, displaying
96 paintings selected by the Indonesian political officer and painter Henk Ngantung
(1927–1991), who was a member of the China-Indonesia Friendship Association and

30For the changing Sino-Soviet relationship in the 1950s, see Odd Arne Westad, In brothers in arms:

The rise and fall of the Sino-Soviet alliance, 1945–1963 (Washington, DC: Woodrow Wilson Center Press, 1998);
Zhihua Shen andYafengXia,Maoand the Sino-Soviet partnership, 1945–1959. Anewhistory (Lanham: Lexington
Books, 2015); Jeremy Friedman, Shadow Cold War: The Sino-Soviet competition for the ThirdWorld (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2015).

31‘Timetable of the PRC’s establishments of diplomatic relationships with 181 countries’, available at
https://www.mfa.gov.cn/web/system/index_17321.shtml, [accessed 3 July 2023].

32The concept of the Intermediate Zone can be traced back to Mao’s conversation with the American
journalist Anna Louise Strong (1885–1970) in August 1946, when Mao stressed the geopolitical signif-
icance of a vast zone consisting of capitalist, colonial, and semi-colonial countries in Europe, Asia,
and Africa; see ‘Talk with the American correspondent Anna Louise Strong’, available at https://www.
marxists.org/reference/archive/mao/selected-works/volume-4/mswv4_13.htm, [accessed 3 July 2023].
In 1954, Mao advanced this idea and used the term ‘Intermediate Zone’ to explain his diplomacy; see
Mao Zedong, ‘Guanyu zhongjian didai, heping gongchu, yiji zhongying zhongmei guanxi wenti’ [On the
Intermediate Zone, peaceful coexistence, and the Sino-British and Sino-American relations (24 August
1954)], in Mao Zedong Waijiao Wenxuan [Collected works of Mao Zedong’s diplomacy] (Beijing: Zhongyang
wenxian chubanshe, 1994), pp. 158–162.

33For China’s changing foreign policy in the mid-twentieth century, see Niu, The Cold War and China’s

Foreign Policy Making, pp. 41–47, 248–255; Mineo Nakejima, ‘Foreign relations: From the KoreanWar to the
Bandung Line’, in Cambridge history of China, vol. 14, (eds) Roderick MacFarquhar and John K. Fairbank
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), pp. 259–292; Steven I. Levine, ‘Perception and ideology in
Chinese foreign policy’, in Chinese foreign policy: Theory and practice, (eds) Thomas W. Robinson and David
Shambaugh (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), pp. 30–47.

34‘Wo zhongyang wenhuabu sheyan huanying Yindunixiya yishutuan’ [Our central Ministry of Culture
hosted a banquet to welcome the Indonesian art delegation], People’s Daily, 9 August 1954.
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was appointed by Sukarno as the first deputy governor of Jakarta between 1960 and
1964. Ngantung chose paintings with subject matter that would evoke the shared his-
tory and culture of Asian countries. Unlike the art exhibitions in Bandung that showed
Cubist and abstract paintings, the art exhibition in Beijing displayed Indonesian
paintings with subjects ranging from landscapes, peasants, workers, and wars of
independence (see Figure 5). Chinese artists and art critics praised these paint-
ings for expressing Asian people’s common pursuit of independence and peace.35

Accompanied byNgantung, PrimeMinister Zhou andAmbassadorMononutu attended
the opening ceremony. Portraits of Sukarno and Mao hanging in the exhibition hall
indicated the diplomatic purpose of this art event.36 The 10-day exhibition caused
quite a stir, attracting more than 30,000 visitors.

The Chinese people’s enthusiasm for Indonesian culture was also augmented by
Balinese dance performances in seven cities: Beijing, Tianjin, Shenyang, Nanjing,
Shanghai, Hangzhou, and Guangzhou. In return, China dispatched dance troops to
Indonesia between 1954 and 1955. As the historian Emily Wilcox observed, dance
diplomacy was initiated at approximately the same time as the Colombo and Bogor
conferences, at which the five sponsoring countries of the forthcoming Bandung
Conference, namely India, Indonesia, Burma, Ceylon, and Pakistan, discussed the deci-
sion to invite China to the 1955 gathering of newly independent nations.37 Moreover,
the practice of dance diplomacy also coincided with the Chinese trade delegation’s
visit to Indonesia between June and August 1954, when the two nations signed a trade
agreement and payment protocol, establishing bilateral import and export relations.
Considering that the China Committee (CHINCOM), a consultative group of Western
allies established in Paris in 1950 to govern trade with communist nations, had insti-
tuted increasingly strict policies and embargoes on China, entering into commercial
and cultural contact with Indonesia can be considered as China’s response to these
restraints.

In November 1954, Prime Minister Zhou appointed Huang Zhen as China’s sec-
ond ambassador to Indonesia; he would soon play a pivotal role in the publication
of Sukarno’s art collection.38 Huang’s triple identity as a general, a diplomat, and a
painter made him the ideal candidate for this position. As a senior member of the CCP
and a Long March (1934–1935) veteran, Huang firmly believed in communism and the
CCP’s leadership in China. Before taking the new position as ambassador to Indonesia,
he had accumulated diplomatic experience as China’s first ambassador to Hungary

35Ni Yide, ‘Ziran, shenghuo he douzheng: ji Yindunixiya yishu zhanlanhui’ [Nature, life, and struggle—
on the Indonesian art exhibition], People’s Daily, 24 August 1954; Yu Feng, ‘Yindunixiya yishu zhanlanhui’
[The Indonesian art exhibition], Fine Arts, no. 9, 1954, pp. 39–40; ‘Yindunixiya yishu zhanlanhui bimu’ [The
closing of the Indonesian art exhibition], People’s Daily, 30 August 1954.

36‘Yindunixiya zhanlanhui zai Beijing kaimu, Zhou Enlai zongli deng canjia le zhanlan kaimu yishi’
[Indonesian art exhibition was opened in Beijing, Prime Minister Zhou Enlai and others attended the
opening ceremony], People’s Daily, 19 August 1954.

37Wilcox, ‘Performing Bandung’, pp. 518–539, esp. 519, 529.
38The first Chinese ambassador to Indonesia was Wang Renshu (1901–1972), who is also known as the

writer Baren. In 1952, he was recalled back to China as a result of increasing tensions between China and
Indonesia.
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Figure 5. Indonesian oil paintings Offerings to the Rice Goddess and Refugees published in China. Source: Fine Arts, no. 9,
1956, p. 52.

between 1950 and 1954.39 Significantly, like Sukarno, he was an amateur artist who had
received formal education in traditional Chinese painting andWestern sketching at the
Shanghai Fine Arts College (est. 1912) between 1925 and 1927. The sketches he created
during the Long March were considered valuable visual records of the march, depict-
ing mountains and rivers the Red Army travelled through (see Figure 6) and peasants
fromdiverseminoritieswhomtheArmymet, such as theMiao inGuizhouprovince, the
Hui in Gansu province, and the Yi and Zang in Yunnan and Sichuan provinces. These

39Huang also served as China’s ambassador to France (1964–1973) and the director of the Liaison Office
of the PRC in the United States (1973–1977). Fan Zhonghui, Jiangjun, waijiaojia, yishujia; Zhu Lin, Dashi
furen huiyilu: Xiongyali, Yinni, Faguo,Meiguo [Memoirs of the ambassador’swife: Hungary, Indonesia, France,
United States] (Beijing: Shijie zhishi chubanshe, 1991).
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Figure 6. Huang Zhen,Trekking through Jianjin Mountain,1934–1935, ink on paper. Source:Huang Zhen,Painting Collection
of Long March (Beijing: People’s Fine Arts Publisher, 1962), unpaginated.

sketches were compiled into an anthology and published in six editions between the
1930s and the 2000s.40 Whether Huang gave his anthology to Sukarno is unknown, but

40The first two editions of the anthology (1938, 1958) did not include the author’s name because the
publishers did not know who had created these sketches. In 1961 Huang saw the printed sketches for the
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he presented it to the renowned French philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre (1905–1980) in
1966, when he served as ambassador to France. Zhouwaswell aware of Huang’s artistic
talents and his effective leadership in the cultural milieu. Before Huang’s departure to
Indonesia in November 1954, Zhou met Huang in Guangzhou to instruct him on the
complex political situations in Indonesia and suggested that, in addition to develop-
ing political ties with Indonesia, he should pay close attention to the China-Indonesia
cultural connection. Finally, Zhou expressed his confidence that Huang would become
Sukarno’s good friend.41

Heeding Zhou’s advice, Huang endeavoured to develop China-Indonesia art
exchanges. Just one month after presenting his credentials to Sukarno, Huang orga-
nized the Chinese Arts and Crafts Exhibition in Jakarta with the help of the cultural
counsellor Sima Wensen (1916–1968), a left-wing writer whom Sukarno and Dullah
invited to view Sukarno’s collection of paintings and talk about the publication of
Sukarno’s anthology. High-ranking officers, including Sukarno, Mohammad Hatta
(1902–1980), and Ali, attended the opening ceremony. The exhibition attracted about
80,000 visitors in Jakarta alone and then travelled to Sukarno’s hometown in Surabaya,
where about 130,000 people visited the show.42 In the same year, the Indonesia-
China Friendship Association was established in Jakarta and Beijing. These cultural
events built a solid foundation for China’s presence at the Bandung Conference sched-
uled for three months’ time. During the conference, Zhou Enlai’s declaration of the
Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence and his signing of the China-Indonesia Dual
Nationality Treaty with Sukarno solidified China’s profile as a reasonable and peace-
loving nation.43 Moreover, China also showed its desire for cultural exchanges with
the ThirdWorld. At the conference’s public session, Zhou called for mutual respect for
different cultures, and in the session for the delegates of the participating countries,
Huang advocated for art and cultural communications to consolidate the Asia-Africa
bond.

Four months after the conference, a 77-member Chinese cultural delegation vis-
ited Indonesia. Accompanied by Huang Zhen, Sukarno welcomed the delegation’s
non-communist director Zheng Zhenduo (1898–1958) and the vice-director Zhou
Erfu (1914–2004) at his Palace of Independence. Under the guidance of Dai Ailian

first time through Shao Yu (1919–1992), an editor of the People’s Fine Arts Publishing House, who would
play a crucial role in printing Sukarno’s art collection in 1956. Huang’s sketches were published with his
name in 1962, 1977, 1982, 2006, and 2016. For the anthology’s English version, see Huang Zhen, Sketches
on the Long March (Beijing: Foreign Language Press, 2016).

41Fan Zhonghui, Jiangjun, waijiaojia, yishujia, p. 351.
42‘Zai Yindunixiya sishui zhanchu de Zhongguo gongyi meishu zhanlanhui bimu’ [The closing of the

Chinese art and crafts exhibition in Surabaya of Indonesia], People’s Daily, 20 March 1955.
43Zhou conceived of the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence in December 1953 when China and

India negotiated the Tibet issue. He furthered this idea while visiting India and Burma in June 1954; see
Pei Jianzhang (ed.), Yanjiu Zhou Enlai—waijiao sixiang yu shijian [Studying Zhou Enlai—diplomatic ideas
and practices] (Beijing: Shijie zhishi chubanshe, 1989), pp. 34, 158. For Zhou’s speech at the Bandung
Conference in April 1955, see ‘Main speech by Premier Zhou Enlai, head of the delegation of the
People’s Republic of China, distributed at the Plenary session of the Asian-African Conference, April
19, 1955’, History and Public Policy Programme Digital Archive, Translation from China and the Asian-
African Conference, available at https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/121623, [accessed 3
July 2023].
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(1916–2006), then the principal of the Beijing Dance Ensemble, Chinese dancers
performed Peking Opera and traditional dances in Jakarta, Bandung, Yogyakarta,
Surabaya, Bali, Medan, and other cities, attracting about 400,000 visitors.44 The Islamic
Xinjiang dancer Zohara Shahmayeva’s (b. 1934) folk dances became very popular
among Indonesian audiences, to the point that she signedmore than 200 commemora-
tive albums a day. Heeding Zhou’s instructions of ‘not just introducing our culture; you
must also study their culture’, the Chinese dancers studied with local Balinese dancers
during their stay in Indonesia. It was noticeable that not all dancers felt comfortable
with Indonesian dances. While Dai Ailian published an article entitled ‘I Love Balinese
Dances’ to help people understand and appreciate different types of Balinese dances,
her students had initially hoped to learn Western ballet because they had considered
ballet a high art before the establishment of the PRC.45 The dancers’ individual aes-
thetic preference for Western art, which they had cultivated in the Republican period
(1912–1949), was not in accord with China’s new foreign policies. It was only through
long-term learning and training that they came to appreciate the artistic features of
Balinese dances.46

Song Qingling’s visit to Indonesia, scheduled one month before Sukarno arrived in
Beijing, set a positive tone for re-evaluating Balinese art’s cultural significance in the
newly independent nation of Indonesia and its potential for cultural exchanges. In Bali,
Song was impressed by indigenous paintings and crafts, and in her report on the visit,
she expressed her admiration for Balinese traditional art:

I admire the artistic talent and hard work of the Balinese people. They have
preserved traditional Balinese art. However, as a result of colonial rule, these
artworks were not valued in the past, and the lives of these art workers were
difficult. I believe that in the future, with the help of the local government,
these arts and crafts with traditional ethnic styles will play an important role
in exchanging cultures and boosting the economy.47

Shao Yu (1919–1992), deputy director of the People’s Fine Arts Publishing House
responsible for printing Sukarno’s anthology, wrote articles introducing the diverse
subjects and forms of Balinese painting to Chinese readers. Fromhis perspective, some
mythologies depicted in Balinese paintingwere quite similar to those in China because
the paintings embodied ‘oriental characteristics’ that convey the spiritual pursuit of
benevolence and justice.48 The constant art exchange activities, in which individual
artists, politicians, and institutions engaged before and after the Bandung Conference,
enhanced mutual understanding and respect between China and Indonesia. They

44‘Woguo he Yindunixiya yishu gongzuozhe jüban gewu wanhui’ [Our nation and Indonesian art
workers held a song and dance Party], People’s Daily, 17 September 1955.

45Dai Ailian, ‘Wo ai Bali wu’ [I love Balinese dances], People’s Daily, 1 October 1956.
46Wilcox, ‘Performing Bandung’, pp. 530–531.
47Song Qingling, ‘Fangwen Yindunixiya de baogao’ [Report on the visit to Indonesia], People’s Daily, 27

September 1956.
48ShaoYu, ‘Yindunixiya dehuihua—aiguo zhuyi yuheping de zange’ [Indonesian paintings—the ode for

patriotisms and peace], Fine Arts, no. 9, 1956, pp. 47–48. For the history and aesthetic features of Balinese
paintings, see Adrian Vickers, Balinese art: Paintings and drawings of Bali, 1800–2010 (North Clarendon: Tuttle
Publishing, 2012).
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anticipated the China-Indonesia honeymoon in 1956, when Sukarno visited China,met
with Mao, and received the gift Paintings from the Collection of Dr. Sukarno President of the
Republic of Indonesia.

Orchestrating the reproduction of Sukarno’s art collection: The peak of

China-Indonesia art exchanges

Huang Zhen’s personal relationshipwith Sukarnowas a crucial factor in driving China-
Indonesia art exchanges to a new high. Huang’s artistic background facilitated deep
conversations with Sukarno outside their formal meetings. Sukarno was very fond of
Chinese traditional ink paintings and viewed Huang as ‘a romantic landscape painter’
who could ‘create eye-catching calligraphy and painting’.49 Sukarno invited Huang to
see his private art collection, even showing Huang some of his nude paintings which
he rarely revealed to others because they were considered morally unacceptable in
Indonesian society at the time. Huang’s professional comments on the paintings’ lines,
strokes, colours, and compositions further earned Sukarno’s appreciation and trust.
From Sukarno’s point of view, Huang’s ‘artistic eyes’ distinguished him from the con-
servatives who viewed pure art with moral prejudice.50 Their frank discussions about
paintings strengthened their interpersonal ties. In one informal conversation, Sukarno
mentioned to Huang that he had been thinking of publishing his art collection and
suggested that China might be able to help him fulfil this goal.51 Huang soon conveyed
Sukarno’s request to Prime Minister Zhou, who promptly undertook the endeavour.
With Zhou’s support, a team of experts selected from Beijing and Shanghai, including
photographers, translators, editors, graphic designers, printers, and bookbinders, was
engaged inmaking the anthology for Sukarno’s collection. Together with Shao Yu, the
photographer Yang Rongmin (b. 1928) and the director of the Beijing Xinhua Printing
House Jiang Xinzhi (b. 1943) were dispatched to Jakarta to photograph 206 oil paint-
ings selected fromSukarno’s collection byDullah.More than 200 bookbinders gathered
at the People’s Fine Arts Publishing House in Shanghai and worked day and night
for months, completing a total of 400 two-volume anthologies composed of tipped-in
plates. Ten of them were made with hot stamping and sheepskin book covers, espe-
cially designed for Sukarno. To ensure that the anthologieswere transported to Beijing
before Sukarno’s visit, the Shanghai Railway Bureau assigned an exclusive Shanghai-
Beijing express train to transport the anthologies to Beijing, and they arrived just
two days before Sukarno.52 Some of them were sold for 150 RMB per volume at the
Xinhua bookstores in big cities in China, and many others were gifted by Sukarno to
his international friends.

49Liu Xinsheng, ‘Chen Yi yu Sujianuo’ [Chen Yi and Sukarno], Xiangchao, no. 9, 2011, p. 38.
50ZhuHong, ‘HuangZhenyu Sujianuo’ [HuangZhen and Sukarno],Dangshiwenhui, no. 10, 1999, p. 18–19;

Chen Lishui, ‘Zai gensui Huang dashi zai yinni de rizi’ [The days when I followed Ambassador Huang
in Indonesia], Huang Zhen jinian wenji [Collection of essays in memory of Huang], (ed.) Yao Zhongming
(Beijing: Jiefangjun chubanshe, 1992), p. 366.

51Zhu, Dashi furen huiyilu, p. 64.
52Xu Zhifang, “‘Sujianuo zongtong canghuaji” de yinshua’ [The printing of President Sukarno’s collec-

tion of paintings], Yinshua zazhi, no. 8, 2005, pp. 78–79; Tian Yuwen, ‘Guanyu Sujianuo canghuaji’ [On the
anthology of Sukarno’s collection of paintings],Meishu zhi you, no. 1, 2003, p. 59.
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Figure 7. BasukiAbdullah,Dr. Sukarno President of Republic Indonesia. Source: Dullah (ed.), Paintings from the Collection of
Dr. Sukarno President of the Republic of Indonesia, vol. 1 (Beijing: People’s FineArts Publishing House, 1956), unpaginated.

Sukarno said that the anthology would teach the world about Indonesia, and it is
indeed a visual encyclopedia of Indonesian archipelago landscapes, religious rituals,
cultural festivals, local people’s daily lives, and the wars for independence. Each vol-
ume unfolds with a portrait of Sukarno created by Basuki Abdullah (1915–1993), in
which Sukarno stands upright and faces the viewers directly with a look of determina-
tion and composure (see Figure 7). The Songkok hat that Sukarnowears in the portraits
suggests the value he placed on indigenous customs. In conjunction with the anthol-
ogy, Sukarno’s biography and speeches were published in Chinese to disseminate his
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Figure 8. Widja,The People of Bali Welcome President Sukarno. Source: Dullah (ed.), Paintings from the Collection of Dr.
Sukarno President of the Republic of Indonesia, vol. 1 (Beijing: People’s Fine Arts Publishing House, 1956), unpaginated.

political ideas and experiences of leading an anticolonial revolution.53 Chinese readers
learned from the print media about Sukarno’s lifelong respect for Vladimir Lenin
(1870–1924) and Sun Yat-sen (1866–1925), the two revolutionary leaders whose ideas
were inspiring sources for his philosophy of Pancasila or Five Principles (nationalism,
internationalism, democracy, social prosperity, and belief in God). The wide circula-
tion of Sukarno’s portraits and his speeches built up his heroic image as the father
of independent Indonesia, eliciting strong sympathy and admiration for his spirit of
anti-imperialism and anticolonialism.

Following Sukarno’s portrait, the book presented figure paintings of dancers, ven-
dors, soldiers, arrack drinkers, farmers, cock-fighting performers, pilgrims, weaving
maids, mothers, and children, alongside genre paintings of festivals and markets, col-
lectively presenting a vivacious picture of Indonesia (see Figure 8). While paintings of
religiousmythologies and cremation ceremonies aroused viewers’ interest in the time-
honoured history of indigenous ritual culture, landscape paintings exposed readers to
the broad space of archipelagos, ranging from the Ratu Harbour of West Java to the
Merapi Volcano of Middle Java, the Sarangan Lake of East Java, the mountainous area
of Bandung, the Minangkabau Cliff of Sumatra, and the seas of Bali and Sulawesi.

The anthology also contains paintings that subtly depict local people’s harsh life
under Dutch colonial rule. The paintings, which vividly depict male and female peas-
ants working in large fields of yellow wheat (see Figure 9), might at first glance be
interpreted as an expression of peaceful and pastoral life or as a form of homage to
the glory of labour. However, viewers familiar with Sukarno’s public complaints about

53Yindunixiya Weida de Lingxiu [The great leader of the Indonesia] (Beijing: Shiji zhishi chubanshe,
1956); ‘Sujianuo zongtong—Yindunixiya duli he ziyou shiye de jiechu lingxiu’ [President Sukarno—the
outstanding leader of Indonesia’s independence and freedom], People’s Daily, 30 September 1956.
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Figure 9. I.B.Made,Cutting Grass. Source: Dullah (ed.),Paintings from the Collection of Dr. Sukarno President of the Republic
of Indonesia, vol.1 (Beijing: People’s Fine Arts Publishing House, 1956), unpaginated.

themeagre salaries and unfair treatment that Indonesian farmers received fromDutch
colonialists would have noticed traces of exploitation in the paintings: the farmers’
thin and emaciated bodies suggest they suffer from long-term malnutrition; the ges-
tures of bending, carrying, and transporting reveal the toll of heavy physical labour;
the blank gaze, closed lips, and stolid faces convey their silent endurance and lack of
enthusiasm for life. The farmers depicted in these paintingswere thosewhomSukarno
described at the Bandung Conference as the ‘voiceless’ and ‘unregarded’ people living
in ‘poverty and humiliation’ and ‘for whom decisions were made by others’.54

Dullah consciously decided to include a handful of history paintings in the anthol-
ogy to represent the Indonesian people’s fights for independence. According to
him, Sukarno was the first patron of Indonesian history paintings. From Sukarno’s
perspective, history paintings not only had documentary value for the newly
independent nation but could also be used to illustrate textbooks for school

54Sukarno, Opening Address, p. 20.
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Figure 10. Sindu Sudjojono, Revolutionary Comrades-in-Arms. Source: Dullah (ed.), Paintings from the Collection of Dr.
Sukarno President of the Republic of Indonesia, vol. 2 (Beijing: People’s Fine Arts Publishing House, 1956), unpaginated.

education.55 Dullah’s Preparing for Guerilla Warfare, Affandi’s The Militia Plan Their Battle
Tactics, and Sudjojono’s series of paintings of military commanders, soldiers, and
young guerrillas vividly depict the Indonesian people’s courageous resistance to the
colonial invasion. The romantic style of Basuki Abdullah’s paintings is manifested
in the work Diponegoro Commanding a Battle which features intensive strokes, colour
contrasts of red, black, and white, and a composition similar to the French painter
Jacques-Louis David’s (1748–1825) famous painting Naopleon Crossing the Alps (1801). It
visually constructs the Javanese prince Diponegoro (1785–1855), who dedicated him-
self to fighting against the Dutch control of Java, as a national hero, comparable to
the Frenchmilitary commander and political leader Napoleon Bonaparte (1769–1821).
Sudjojono’s Revolutionary Comrades-in-Arms (see Figure 10) represents a group of 19 sol-
diers composed of children, teenagers, veterans, intellectuals, and artists who, despite
their different facial expressions of indignation, sadness, contemplation, and calm,
upheld the same belief inscribed at the top of the painting, which reads ‘The call of the
era brings us to one room, to one place, under the one sky, in the one revolution. This is
the Indonesian Revolution.’56 Sukarno attached great importance to this painting and
had a photo taken with it. The photo shows a serious-looking Sukarno clenching his
fists, as if he was calling on people to inherit the fighting spirit of these 19 soldiers,
some of whom had lost their lives during the anticolonial revolution.

55Dullah (ed.), Paintings from the collection of Dr. Sukarno, p. 21
56Sawarno, ‘Guanyu ‘yindunixiya gongheguo zongtong Sujianuo gongxueshi, boshi canghuaji’ ruogan

zuopin de jieshao’ [Onworks in ‘Paintings from theCollection of theRepublic of Indonesia’], (trans.) Zhang
Qiongyu, Fine Arts, no. 9, 1956, pp. 52–54.
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Paintings from Sukarno’s collection played a significant role in Indonesia’s patri-
otic education and modern art history. During the late 1940s and 1950s, when art
museums were not established in Indonesia, artists and the general public learned
about Indonesian art through Sukarno’s collection, which was saved in the Istana
Merdeka (Palace of Independence), the Istana Negara (State Palace), and the palaces in
Bogor and Tjipanas. These paintings provided the younger generation of artists with
a diversity of subjects, styles, and techniques. Furthermore, painters such as Dullah,
Basuki Abdullah, Sudjojono, Agus Djaya (1913–1994), and Henk Ngantung, who had a
close relationship with Sukarno, developed Indonesian realist art during the wars for
independence by integrating their artistic practice with a national consciousness of
Indonesian identity and a political goal of anticolonialism. Some of them became lead-
ing figures of the LEKRA or faculty members of the Academy of Visual Art (Akademi
Seni Rupa Indonesia, ASRI) founded in Yogyakarta in 1950. Despite various art styles,
these painters engaged art in the wars for independence. Their socially engaged art
differed from Bandung art which prioritized pure form over political subjects. They
defined Indonesian realist art in relation to the political movements of nationalism
and anticolonialism.57

The promotion of Sukarno’s art collection in China constructed a perception
of Indonesia as a mirror of China itself, from its vast and varied territory, to its
time-honoured native Asian culture, to its modern history of the anticolonial revo-
lution. In addition to coverage in art journals and pictorial magazines, the People’s
Daily introduced the anthology twice before it was published and proclaimed it as a
significantmarker of China-Indonesia cultural exchanges.58 In particular, the wide cir-
culation of the reproductions of paintings that featured the subject of anticolonialwars
aroused great sympathy among the Chinese people, who recognized a revolutionary
experience similar to their own. In reviewing Sudjojono’s Revolutionary Comrades-in-
Arms, Shao Yu referred to the photo that showed Sukarno standing in front of the
painting, and implied that the Indonesian and Chinese people shared feelings about
colonialists:

Dr. Sukarno, President of the Republic of Indonesia, leaned close to this painting
and took a photo. Whenwe saw this photo, we were deeplymoved by the serious
expression that he showedwhen taking the photo with his former revolutionary
comrades. Today, when the colonialists are still able to run amok in Asia, Africa,
and some other parts of the world, the feelings of the Indonesian people and
their leaders are particularly easy to be understood by the Chinese people.59

57For the modernity of Indonesian art, see Spanjaard, Artists and their inspiration, pp. 46–81; Holt, Art in
Indonesia, pp. 191–254.

58Lu Yongzhen, ‘Zhongguo he Yindunixiya wenhua jiaoliushi shang de zhongyao shijian: woguo jiang
chuban “Sujianuo zongtong canghuaji”’ [A significant event in the history of Sino-Indonesian cultural
exchange: our nation is going to publish President Sukarno’s art collection], People’s Daily, 22 September
1956.

59Shao Yu, ‘Yindunixiya de huihua—aiguo zhuyi yu heping de zange’, p. 51; Sa Kongliao, ‘Jieshao
“Yindunixiya gongheguo zongtong Sujianuo gongxueshi boshi canghuaji”’ [Introduction to the ‘paint-
ings from the collection of Dr. Sukarno President of the Republic of Indonesia’], People’s Daily, 3 October
1956.
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Figure 11. ShaoYu, Jakarta Street, watercolour. Source: Fine Arts, no. 9, 1956, unpaginated.

In Shao’s view, the paintings representing the Indonesian struggles for independence
were an ode to patriotism and peace. Shao himself created artworks to convey to
Chinese readers the Indonesian people’s love of peace. In his portrait of an Indonesian
child, Shao inscribed, ‘I created a portrait of this child on the Jakarta street; I painted
her smart and wise eyes; [I] painted her wish for peace and happiness’.60 His water-
colour Jakarta Street (see Figure 11), which depicts motorized vehicles and tall build-
ings, presents Jakarta to Chinese viewers as a peaceful, modernist, and industrialized
city. Shao’s emphasis on the theme of peace was reminiscent of what Sukarno advo-
cated in his opening address at the Bandung Conference, when he claimed, ‘we Asian
and African people must be united’ and ‘united by a common determination to pre-
serve and stabilize peace in the world’.61 It also corresponded to the Chinese campaign
for peace in the first half of the 1950s, when the masses were called on to sign the gov-
ernment’s statement of peace, and elementary and high school students drew doves of
peace. Around the same period, the Chinese government published The China-Indonesia
Friendly Relationship and Cultural Exchange, a book tracing cultural contact between
China and Indonesia back to the year 398 ce, when a Chinese monk first arrived in
Java.62 These visual and textual materials purposefully avoided the political discrep-
ancies that had caused the tension between the two nations in the past decade and
instead reflected the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence.

60Shao Yu, ‘Yige Yindunixiya haizi de xiang’ [Portrait of an Indonesian child], People’s Daily, 5 October
1956.

61Sukarno, Opening Address.
62Zhu Xie, Zhongguo he Yindunixiya renmin de youyi guanxi he wenhua jiaoliu [Chinese and Indonesian

people’s friendship and cultural exchange] (Beijing: Zhongguo qingnian chubanshe, 1956).
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The atmosphere of camaraderie created through the art exchanges also enriched
the interpersonal communications between Sukarno and Mao, who had a common
interest in art. In the revolutionary period, Sukarno created landscape paintings and
Mao wrote poems, both expressing a deep affection for the lands of their respec-
tive countries. Artistic creation had been a valuable source of their passion for their
anticolonial revolutions. During Sukarno’s visit, the two leaders’ mutual trust was
reinforced not only in their official meetings, where Sukarno expressed his hope
that China would join the United Nations, but was also consolidated when they
attended the Peking Opera Yandangshan, the Balinese Art Delegation’s dance perfor-
mance, and the China-Indonesia Pictures Exhibition.63 Discovering Sukarno’s interest
in Chinese traditional paintings, Mao and Zhou gave him several ink paintings cre-
ated by prestigious painters, including Qi Baishi’s (1864–1957) Pine and Peony and Plum
Blossom, Xu Beihong’s (1895–1953) Horse, Zhang Xuefu’s (1911–1987) Transform Floods
into Hydraulic Engineering, bird-and-flower paintings by Ren Bonian (1840–1896) and
Yu Fei’an (1889–1959), and landscape paintings by Chen Shaomei (1909–1954).

The advancement of Indonesia’s relationship with China signified its independent
diplomacy that Sukarno had struggled for under pressure from SEATO. Anak Agung
(1921–1999), then Indonesia’s foreign affairs minister, claimed that Sukarno’s visit to
the PRC in 1956 was a ‘real milestone in Indonesia’s political development both in
the domestic field and in the conduct of its foreign policy’.64 Sukarno’s visit to indus-
trial and cultural sites in China anticipated his establishment of ‘Guided Democracy’.65

Specifically, Sukarno’s visit to Sun Yat-sen’smausoleum inNanjing refreshed hismem-
ory of leading the wars for independence and conceiving his political philosophy
of ‘Pancasila’ (Five Principles). Sukarno called Sun’s third wife Song Qingling (also
known as Madame Sun Yat-sen) ‘sister’ and expressed his gratitude for her gifts,
which included a bronze statue of Sun, a photograph of Sun and Song’s wedding,
and two doves of peace. Moreover, his visits to an automobile factory in Changchun,
a steel plant in Anshan, and a dockyard and textile mill in Shanghai reinforced his
aspiration to modernize and industrialize his own country. In a speech delivered at
the Anshan Workers Meeting, Sukarno expressed his excitement at hearing the loud
sounds from factories, machines, haulage motors, and forging irons.66 In his farewell
speech before returning to Indonesia, Sukarno expressedhowdeeply impressedhewas
by the Chinese people’s enthusiasm for socialist construction, saying, ‘Wherever we
are, we witnessed how hard Chinese people were working, building, and constructing.
Let me repeat, they are constructing, constructing a new Chinese society.’67

63Wen Xiantang and Zheng Qiaolin, Mao Zedong yu waiguo shounao [Mao Zedong and foreign leaders]
(Beijing: Zhonggong zhongyang dangxiao chubanshe, 1999), pp. 221–243; Mao Zedong, ‘Zai huany-
ing Yindunixiya zongtong Sujianuo yanhuishang de jianghua’ [The speech at the welcome dinner for
President Sukarno on 2 October 1956], inMao Zedong waijiao Wenxuan, pp. 275–276.

64Cited in Liu, China and the Shaping of Indonesia, p. 9. For the original text, see Ide Anak Gde Agung,
Twenty years Indonesia foreign policy, 1945–1965 (Yogyakarta: Duta Wacana University Press, 1972), p. 251.

65Kankan Xie, ‘Beyond ideology: China-Indonesia engagement and the making of the Guided
Democracy, 1955–1959’, Journal of Indonesian Social Science and Humanities, vol. 6, no. 1, 2016, pp. 25–38.

66‘Sujianuo zongtong zai anshan gongren dahui shang de jianghua’ [President Sukarno’s speech at the
Anshan workers meeting], People’s Daily, 6 October 1956.

67‘Sujianuo zongtong fabiao guangbo yanshuo’ [President Sukarno delivered broadcast speech], People’s
Daily, 16 October 1956. Translation by author.
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Sukarno’s observation of Chinese socialist construction was well-grounded in real-
ity. By the mid-1950s, the end of the Korean War, the completion of land collectiviza-
tion, and the nationalization of the ownership of the commercial sector collectively set
China on a new road to industrial construction and technological improvement. When
Sukarno visited China in 1956, the country was at the peak of industrial construction
under the auspices of the First Five-Year Plan. Peopleworking in different fields gained
self-confidence and national pride. To the government, the achievements in domestic
society demanded a new international profile that would distinguish China from its
feudal and semi-colonial past. Art diplomacy served this end. Sukarno’s perception of
China as an independent, peaceful, and industrialized power was solidified not only by
his meetings with politicians and his visits to factories in China, it was also reinforced
by the visual representation in the ink paintings that he received fromMao and Zhou.

Paintings as national gifts: Drawing China’s new profile as a peaceful and

industrial power

Chinese paintings gifted to Sukarno were created with ink medium and in scroll for-
mat, yet they were prominent examples illustrating how traditionalist paintings were
applied to build up a modern image of China defined by political peace and indus-
trial strength. In the early 1950s, the genre of traditional ink paintings was discredited
as feudalist art representing the conservatism and elitism of old China, and in art
schools, courses on traditionalist landscape paintings and bird-and-flower paintings
were replaced by those on new year pictures, woodcuts, and other art forms suitable
for war propaganda and socialist transformation. After the end of the Korean War,
the Chinese art world shifted its attention from art’s popular forms to its professional
quality. The CAFA invited the Soviet painter KonstantinM.Maksimov to teach the tech-
niques of socialist realist paintings, aiming to improve the artistic quality of paintings.
Traditional ink paintingswere concurrently promoted to foster art practice and educa-
tion.68 Though socialist realism became the orthodox standard in parallel to the Soviet
Union’s support of China’s First Five-Year Plan, Mao and Zhou were aware that in the
arena of art diplomacy, an indigenous, traditionalist ink painting was a better choice
than an imported Soviet-style oil painting. The correlation between themedium of art
andnational identity contributed to the significantmeaning of ink paintings in China’s
cultural exchanges with Indonesia. For conscious diplomatic reasons, the government
selected traditionalist ink paintings created both by elderly artists such as Qi Baishi,
Yu Fei’an, and Chen Shaomei, who had engaged in the revival of traditional ink paint-
ing in the 1920s and 1930s, and by the younger generation of artists, who developed
new national paintings (xin guohua) by integrating traditional art’s medium and form
with socialist themes in the mid-twentieth century.69

68For different opinions about ink paintings in the early PRCperiod, see Julia F. Andrews andKuiyi Shen,
The art of modern China (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2012), pp. 161–168; Andrews, Painters and
politics, pp. 110–175; Julia F. Andrews, ‘Painting in new China: Guohua and the Anti-Rightist campaign’,
Journal of Asian Studies, no. 3, 1990, pp. 555–585.

69The concept of new national paintings (xin guohua) can be traced back to the Lingnan School in the
Republican period; see Andrews and Shen, Art of modern China, pp. 93–113.
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Figure 12. Qi Baishi and Chen Banding, Pine and Peony. Source: Dullah (ed.), Paintings from the Collection of Dr. Sukarno
President of the Republic of Indonesia, vol. 1 (Beijing: People’s Fine Arts Publishing House, 1956), unpaginated.

Before receiving Qi’s painting Pine and Peony (see Figure 12), Sukarno had learned
about the painter’s artistic talent and reputation through his conversation with
Ambassador Huang. Qi’s paintings were widely recognized as a creative continua-
tion of traditional literati paintings, a genre of art originating from the Six Dynasties
(220–589) and well-known for its emphasis on spiritual expression over realistic
representation. During the Republican period, literati paintings were regarded as
an art form of National Essence (guocui) and a means to react against wholesale
Westernization in the Chinese art world. Between the 1920s and 1930s, Qi’s paintings
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were displayed in Japan, Britain, Germany, the United States, and other countries to
represent China’s artistic attainments in the international art world.70 His paintings
also earned great respect from Mao, Zhou, and other party members with an interest
in historical art and culture. After the PRC was established, Mao invited Qi to dinner
and gifted him inkstones, and Zhou attended Qi’s birthday celebration and arranged
a new apartment for him.71 When Qi created Pine and Peony, in collaboration with the
prominent ink painter Chen Banding (1876–1970), he was already 92 years old, and
he passed away shortly after completing this painting. The painting’s literati style is
reflected in the untrammelled, abstract strokes of the blooming peonies, the forceful
and fine lines of the pine needles, and the intensive strokes of the tree bark and knots.
In subject matter, too, Qi paid homage to traditional art as literati painters and poets
in history often used pine to express their uncompromising personalities and spiritual
pursuit.72 That Mao signed his name on the painting (a rare occurrence) suggested the
high value that Mao ascribed to Qi’s painting as a national gift for Sukarno.

Another of the reasons Mao gave Qi’s painting to Sukarno was Qi’s political iden-
tity as an envoy of peace in the Socialist bloc.73 Many of his ink paintings either
spoke of the notion of, or echoed, symbols of peace, especially his paintings featur-
ing doves. Just as Pablo Picasso’s (1881–1973) images of doves were widely exhibited
in the world peace congresses in Wroclaw, Stockholm, Sheffield, Vienna, and Moscow
in the 1950s, so too did Qi’s ink paintings of doves contribute to the cultural front of
the Communist Information Bureau (Cominform), communicating the idea of inter-
national peace vis-à-vis the idea of freedom sponsored by the US-backed Congress for
Cultural Freedom. His Hundred Flowers and Doves of Peace (1952) was a signature artwork
celebrating the 1952 Asia-Pacific Peace Conference in Beijing which was attended by
344 delegates from 37 countries.74 His monumental painting Ode to Peace (1955), on
which he collaborated with 12 influential ink painters, including Chen Banding, was
shown at the 1955 World Peace Congress in Helsinki, Finland.75 Because of his artistic

70Amy Hau et al. (eds), Isamu Noguchi and Qi Baishi: Beijing 1930 (Long Island City: The Isamu Noguchi
Foundation and Garden Museum, 2013); Michaela Pej ̌cochová, ‘Conquering Europe—The introduction of
Qi Baishi’s painting in Europe in the early 1930s’, in Qi Baishi yanjiu di yi ji [Studies on Qi Baishi, vol. 1], (ed.)
Beijing huayuan (Nanning: Guangxi meishu chubanshe, 2013), pp. 9–19; Zhou Rong, ‘Qi Baishi yu ershi
shiji zhong de yishu jiaoliu’ [Qi Baishi and the twentieth century Sino-Germany art exchange], Studies
on Qi Baishi, vol. 5, 2016, pp. 155–169; Zhou Rong, ‘Qi Baishi yishu yu ershi shiji zhong ri meishu jiaoliu’
[Qi Baishi’s art and the twentieth century Sino-Japanese exchange of fine arts], Studies on Qi Baishi, vol. 6,
2018, pp. 67–78; Lü Xiao, ‘Qi Baishi liang deng meiguo shidai zhoukan’ [Qi Baishi was reported twice by
the American weekly journal Times], Studies on Qi Baishi, vol. 8, 2020, pp. 153–160.

71Meng Hong, ‘Mao Zedong yu Qi Baishi jiaowang yishi’ [Stories of the contacts between Mao Zedong
and Qi Baishi], Dangshi zonglan, no. 10, 2005, pp. 78–83; Luo Yongchang, ‘Nongnong hanmo qing—Mao
Zedong yu renmin yishujia Qi Baishi de shenqing youyi’ [Profound affections through ink—the deep
friendship betweenMao Zedong and the people’s artist Qi Baishi], Dangshi wenyuan, no. 12, 2006, p. 22–25;
Meng Hong, ‘Mao Zedong, Zhou Enlai he Qi Baishi de feichang jiaowang’ [Extraordinary communications
between Mao Zedong, Zhou Enlai, and Qi Baishi],Wenshi yuekan, no. 6, 2017, pp. 4–14.

72Martin J. Powers, ‘When is a landscape like a body?’, in Landscape, culture, and power in Chinese society,
(ed.) Wen-hsin Yeh (Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies, University of California, 1998), pp. 17–20.

73For Qi Baishi’s social status in the early PRC period, see Andrews, Painters and politics, pp. 86–87.
74Qi Baishi, ‘Baihua yu heping ge’ [Hundred flowers and doves of peace], Zhongguo Gongchandang Lishi

Huadian, no. 8, 2015, pp. 80–81.
75The 12 painters are Yu Fei’an (1889–1959), Li Ruiling (1891–1974), Wang Shensheng (1896–1972), He

Xiangning (1898–1972), Xu Yansun (1898–1961), Ma Jin (1900–1970), Yang Min (b. 1901?), Wang Xuetao
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contribution to international peace, Prime Minister Otto Grotewohl (1894–1964) of
the German Democratic Republic (hereafter GDR) visited him in December 1955 to
award him an honorary fellowship of the GDR’s Academy of Arts and Science. Qi’s
foreign visitors also included, amongothers, the SovietUnion’s AcademyofArts’ direc-
tor Alexandra Gerasimov (1881–1963) in 1954, art delegations from Italy, France, and
Mexico in 1955, and theGreekwriter andNobel laureateNikos Kazantzakis (1883–1957)
in 1957. In January 1956, the All-Union Society for Cultural Relations with Foreign
Countries celebrated Qi’s birthday in Moscow, which was followed by a birthday cel-
ebration in Kyiv organized by the National Union of Artists of Ukraine.76 Just a few
months before Sukarno’s arrival in China, Qi received the International Peace Award
offered by the Soviet-sponsoredWorld Peace Council.77 Considering both the aesthetic
quality and political implication of Qi’s art, Mao’s gift of his painting to Sukarno did
more than fulfil Sukarno’s wish to possess a Chinese ink painting, it conveyed to him
China’s vision for a peaceful union with Indonesia.

Unlike Qi, who dedicated his life to the revival of traditional ink paintings, Xu
Beihong, who studied Western oil paintings at the École Nationale Supérieure des
Beaux Arts (today’s Beaux Arts de Paris) between 1919 and 1927, initially derided tradi-
tional ink paintings in favour ofWestern oil paintings. Yet during theWar of Resistance
against Japanese Aggression (1937–1945), Xu created a series of paintings of battle
horses by integrating the traditional ink medium and scroll format withWestern real-
ist painting techniques such as perspective and foreshortening. This syncretic style
received public acclaim for creating a new style of traditional ink painting. In his paint-
ing Horse (see Figure 13), gifted to Sukarno, the horse’s flying tail andmane, which was
rendered by relatively dry ink, indicates its fast gallop, and themonochrome lump cre-
ated with ink wash realistically represents the muscles of the horse’s neck and belly.
Compared with traditional paintings of horses, like Night-Shining White (circa 750) by
the Tang dynasty’s painter Han Gan (706–783), which shows a profile of horses char-
acterized by plane composition and thin lines, Xu’s Horse features a front view of a
running horse, and his freehand brushwork generates a sense ofmovement and speed.
The horses in Xu’s paintings were considered a visual metaphor for the spirit of fear-
less fighters in the War of Resistance against Japanese Aggression. His poem on the
lower left side of the painting suggests the political motivation behind creating this
work, as it reads, ‘Hundreds of battles in the mountains and rivers, we are back to
Democracy. Uprooting obstacles on rugged roads, we are on a broad and smooth path’.
Prime Minister Zhou signed his name and the date (4 October 1956) on the left of the
painting and inscribed his words with great sincerity on the right: ‘Please Kindly Keep
[This Painting], President Sukarno Your Excellency’.

Xu’s status as an iconic figure of Chinese art among overseas Chinese in Southeast
Asia endowed his paintings with diplomatic significance. In 1925, he travelled to
Singapore where he developed a close relationship with the prominent entrepreneurs

(1903–1982), Wu Yike (1911–1981), Duan Lüqing (1914–1971), Zhang Qiyi (1915–1968), and Tian Shiguang
(1916–1999).

76‘Sulian wenhua yishujie Jüxing Qi Baishi jiu shi liu sui shengri’ [The Soviet Union’s art world hosted
the celebration for Qi Baishi’s 96th birthday], Fine Arts, no. 4, 1956, p. 28.

77‘Zhuhe huajia Qi Baishi huo guoji heping jiangjin’ [Congratulations to the painter Qi Baishi for
winning the world peace award], Fine Arts, no. 6, 1956, p. 28.
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Figure 13. Xu Beihong,Horse. Source: Dullah (ed.), Paintings from the Collection of Dr. Sukarno President of the Republic
of Indonesia, vol. 3 (Beijing: People’s Fine Arts Publishing House, 1956), unpaginated.

Huang Menggui (1885–1965) and his younger brother Huang Manshi (1889–1963), the
general manager of the Nanyang Brothers Tobacco Company. Through the Huang
brothers, Xu became acquainted with Chen Jiageng, a tycoon and philanthropist
who provided financial support to mainland China during the War of Resistance
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against Japanese Aggression and who hid in Malang in Indonesia to escape the Sook
Ching Massacre in 1942. These influential entrepreneurs generously supported Xu’s
subsequent studies in France. Between 1939 and 1942, Xu held fundraising exhibi-
tions in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Ipoh, and Penang to support China’s resistance to
Japan’s invasion, and he received funds from Chen and the Huang brothers. While
in Singapore, Xu lived in Huang Manshi’s house and created a series of horse paint-
ings.78 Additionally, Xu met Rabindranath Tagore (1861–1941) and Mohandas Gandhi
(1869–1948) in India, where he created the famous history painting The Foolish Man
Who Moved the Mountains. It is hard to assess how effectively the gift of Xu’s Horse con-
tributed to the China-Indonesia friendship. After all, there were waves of anti-Chinese
crises in Indonesia during the first half of the 1960s.79 However, during Sukarno’s first
visit to China, Xu’s Horse signed by Zhou, together with his prestige among overseas
Chinese in Southeast Asia, was reminiscent of the historical moment when Sukarno
and Zhou signed the China-Indonesia Dual Nationality Treaty during the Bandung
Conference the year before.

Similar to Xu’s Horse, Zhang Xuefu’s Transform Floods into Hydraulic Engineering
(see Figure 14) adopts the syncretic style that couples the inkmediumand scroll format
with the techniques ofWestern realistic paintings. Nevertheless, instead of expressing
the Chinese people’s spirit of fighting against the Japanese invasion, Zhang’s painting
advances the national image of the newly established PRC as an industrial power by
representing the construction site of the Foziling Reservoir (est. 1954), one of the few
multi-arched concrete dams in the world at the time. The painting’s title—Transform
Floods into Hydraulic Engineering—originates from a propaganda slogan at the time in
regard to building the Foziling Reservoir to control the floods of the Huai River. The
Foziling project attested to the new government’s determination to solve a centuries-
long natural disaster which had not been addressed in the imperial and republican
periods and therefore helped to legitimize the CCP’s rule.80 Mao’s calligraphy, ‘The
Huai River Must Be Fixed’, was widely circulated through the mass media to inspire
workers in their devotion to constructing the reservoir. Mao’s firm desire to combat
the natural disaster is also epitomized in his four written instructions, specifically in a
subtle change to the final instruction, in which he replaced the commonly used phrase
‘guiding the Huai River’ (dao huai) with his term ‘governing the Huai River’(zhi huai).81

At the National Conference of Natural Scientific Workers held in August 1950, Prime

78For research on Xu Beihong’s activities in Southeast Asia, see Huang Shufen (ed.), Articles selected in

memory of Mr. Huang Manshi (Singapore: Nanyang Xuehui, 1976); Huang Meiyi, ‘The friendship between
Xu Beihong and the Huang family’, Dacheng magazine S.119, Hong Kong, September 1983; Xu Beihong in

Nanyang (Singapore Art Museum, 2008); Yang Bin, ‘Nanyang hongzhao—Xinjiapo cang Xu Beihong shi’er
shengxiaohua tanyuan’ [Traces left in Nanyang—investigating the origin of Singapore’s collection Xu
Beihong’s twelve animals paintings], Review of Culture (University of Macau), 2019, pp. 92–125.

79For research on overseas Chinese in Indonesia, see Taomo Zhou, ‘Ambivalent alliance: Chinese pol-
icy towards Indonesia, 1960–1965’, The China Quarterly, vol. 221, March 2015, pp. 208–228; Taomo Zhou,
Migration in the time of revolution: China, Indonesia, and the Cold War (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2019).

80For research on the early PRC’s flood-control projects, see Judith Shapiro, Mao’s war against nature:

Politics and the environment in revolutionary China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), p.13.
81Shi Ge, ‘Mao Zedong: yiding yao ba huaihe xiu hao—xin zhongguo daguimo zhishui shiye de kaid-

uan’ [Mao Zedong: the Huai river must be fixed—the beginning of new China’s large-scale water-control
engineering], Jianghuai wenshi, no. 5, 2017, pp. 4–18.
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Figure 14. Zhang Xuefu,Transform Floods into Hydraulic Engineering. Source: Dullah (ed.), Paintings from the Collection of
Dr. Sukarno President of the Republic of Indonesia, vol. 1 (Beijing: People’s FineArts Publishing House, 1956), unpaginated.

Minister Zhou proclaimed that the new China’s achievement in flood control would be
no less significant than theGreat Yu, the founding emperor of thefirst Chinese dynasty
Xia (2070–1600 bce), whose legendary ability to combat floods had been transmitted
to successive generations.82

Before selecting Zhang’s painting as a gift for Sukarno, Zhou learned from
Ambassador Huang that Sukarno wanted to enrich his art collection with a

82Ibid., p. 7.
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traditionalist landscape painting. Zhou suggested to Huang that while this was a good
choice, it would be better if the painting could showcase the new face of China.83

Indeed, Transform Floods into Hydraulic Engineering presents a new profile of China as
an industrial power. It does not follow the pictorial principle of traditional landscape
paintings, though it depictsmountains and rivers in the inkmedium and scroll format.
Unlike traditional landscape paintings that usually portraymountains asmonumental
to express the sublimity and power of nature, Zhang placed the large-scale and vertical
concrete columns of the Foziling Reservoir in the centre of his painting while squeez-
ing the mountains and rivers into the upper right and lower part of the painting.84

The composition and comparative sizes of the Foziling Reservoir compared to the nat-
ural landscape betray the artist’s intention to focus the viewers’ gaze on the industrial
construction. In so doing, the painting expresses the will of human beings to trans-
form nature through industrial techniques rather than tuning into nature like their
precursors.

Furthermore, human figures in traditional landscape paintings were usually trav-
ellers, fishermen, or wanderers who enjoyed nature in their leisure time. However,
Zhang portrayed workers transporting sandbags and constructing the dam together,
visually explaining the socialist idea of collectivism. This grand presentation of work-
ers suggests the government’s tremendous capacity for mobilizing the mass public for
the Foziling project:WangHuzhen (1897–1989), who obtained aMaster’s degree in civil
engineering from Cornell University in 1923, volunteered to be the chief designer;85

and two infantry divisions from the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), local residents,
farmers, students, and workers were all called on to engage in the construction of
the Foziling Reservoir.86 In the cultural sphere, besides Zhang Xuefu, other prestigious
painters such as Liu Haisu (1896–1994), Wu Zuoren (1908–1997), and Guan Shanyue
(1912–2000) came to the construction site to sketch and paint the reservoir. Writers,
Peking Opera performers, and singers also visited the site to write novels and stage
performances to celebrate the grand project.87

As a representative project of the First Five-Year Plan, the Foziling Reservoir
was incorporated into a set of diplomatic strategies to trumpet the government’s
socialist construction achievements. A Foziling delegation was invited to attend the

83Chen Zhengqing, ‘Zhou zongli zeng Sujianuo de guoli’ [The national gifts that Prime Minister Zhou
gave Sukarno], Shiji, no. 4, 2004, p. 57.

84Christine I. Ho has provided a visual analysis of this painting in detail: see Christine I. Ho, Drawing
from life: Sketching and socialist realism in the People’s Republic of China (Oakland, CA: University of California
Press, 2020), pp. 136–138.

85Ma Dejun, ‘Yuandong diyi ba: jinian Foziling jianku 40 zhounian’ [The first dam of the Far East: In
memory of the fourteenth anniversary of Foziling Reservoir], Dangshi zonglan, no. 3, 1994, pp. 39–42.

86Zhang Hongsheng, ‘Fayang wojun guangrong chuantong, toushen yu shehui zhuyi shuili jianshe—
canjia Foziling shuiku gongcheng jianshe huiyi pianduan’ [Carrying forward our army’s glorious tradi-
tion, devoting to the socialist construction of hydraulic engineering—the memory of participating in
constructing Foziling reservoir], Zhihuai, no. 6, 1992, pp. 32–33.

87Artworks and literature related to the Foziling Reservoir include Liu Haisu’s oil painting Foziling

Reservoir, Lin Fengmian’s sketches The Site of Dam and Construction of Mountain Area, Wu Zuoren’s series of
oil paintings Foziling Reservoir, Chen Yanqiao’s (1911–1970) series of woodcuts The Foziling Reservoir under

Construction, Jin Yi’s (1909–1959) essay ‘Go to Foziling’, and Chen Dengke’s (1919–1998) novel Memory of

Moving Mountains and screenplay Reservoir.
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1952 Asia-Pacific Peace Conference, where Qi’s painting Hundred Flowers and Doves
of Peace was displayed.88 Pictures concerning the project were circulated through
mass-circulation magazines, and the PRC-backed English-language magazine China
Reconstructs published articles on the undertaking.89 Selecting Transform Floods into
Hydraulic Engineering as a gift to Sukarno was another aspect of the promotion of
the Foziling project. Zhang’s painting undoubtedly enhanced Sukarno’s admiration
for China’s achievements in industrial construction. Like China, agriculture-based
Indonesia had been blighted by flood disasters for centuries. In 1955, just a year before
Sukarno’s visit to China and after the Indonesian people had experienced devastating
floods in Sumatra, Java, and Kalimantan, Ambassador Huang offered financial aid to
Indonesia from China.90 A few days after Sukarno’s return to Indonesia from China,
the People’s Daily reprinted the Indonesian report of a dam project being constructed
in West Java.91 This parallel economic and artistic diplomacy collectively consolidated
China’s union with Indonesia.

Given the broader context of the Cold War, applying China’s art diplomacy to
tighten its connection with Indonesia can be considered a proactive response to the
Twentieth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union held in February 1956,
whenNikita Khrushchev (1894–1971) publicly denounced Stalin and advanced the pro-
posal for a positive relationship with the United States. Furthermore, tension between
China and the United States became severe as the latter signed security treaties with
Japan, Korea, and Taiwan and imposed an increasingly strict embargo on China. Under
these circumstances, China was compelled to change its diplomacy from ‘Leaning to
One Side’ to ‘Peaceful United Front’, while expanding its geopolitical orbit to reduce
pressure from the two superpowers. Art diplomacy was key to that agenda. By the sec-
ond half of the 1950s, China had developed art exchanges not only with nations of the
Socialist bloc, such as Albania, Bulgaria, North Vietnam, Poland, the Czech Republic,
and the GDR, but also with neutral nations, including Indonesia, India, Burma, and
Ceylon, and even with France, Britain, Switzerland, Denmark, and other capitalist
countries of Europe. There was a noticeable increase in China’s cultural exchanges in
the mid-1950s. In 1955, the government dispatched 5,833 professionals in culture, sci-
ence, and education to 33 countries, and in 1956, they sent 5,400 representatives to 49
countries. In return, in 1955 the government welcomed 4,760 visitors from 63 coun-
tries, and in 1956 hosted more than 5,200 guests from 75 countries.92 These cultural
exchange activities heralded a new era in China’s foreign relations, opening up China’s
ties with non-socialist nations.

88Ma Xiangjun, ‘Heping daibiao songyang shuilibing’ [Delegations of peace praised the soldiers of
hydraulic engineering], Zhihuai, no. 6, 1992, p. 33.

89Fu Tso-yi, ‘Ending the flood menace’, China Reconstructs, no. 1, 1952, pp. 4–10.
90‘Zhong Su liangguo guanhuai zaoshou shuizai de Yindunixiya renmin’ [China and Soviet Union cared

the Indonesian people who suffered floods], People’s Daily, 4 March 1955.
91‘Yindunixiya zai xizhaowa jianzhu yige da shuidian gongcheng’ [Indonesia is constructing a big

waterpower engineering in West Java], People’s Daily, 23 October 1956.
92Brazinsky,Winning the Third World, p. 135.
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Conclusion

The mid-1950s saw a shift in China’s international policy from ‘Leaning to One Side’
to ‘Peaceful United Front’. No longer following in the Soviet Union’s footsteps, China
stretched the limits of its ideological framework and expanded its geopolitical orbit
to the newly independent nations of the Third World. For this diplomatic purpose,
art was instrumentalized as an entry point to bridge China’s political and ideologi-
cal divisions with non-communist nations. China’s commitment to art exchanges with
Indonesia, such as reproducing Sukarno’s art collection, hosting art exhibitions, and
gifting ink paintings, played a vital role in changing the China-Indonesia relationship
from one of mutual hostility to one of fraternity. In particular, with its vivid depictions
of landscapes, lives of farmers and merchants, mothers and children, the Indonesian
paintings from the two-volume anthology of Sukarno’s collection conveyed to Chinese
viewers a sense of universal love for nature and compassionate feeling for all human
beings. China’s promotion of Indonesian paintings that featured subjects varying from
religiousmythologies to the anticolonial revolution further refreshed the two nations’
sharedmemories of their indigenous Asian cultures and their recent nationalist strug-
gles for independence, building up an imaginary community of Asia. This aesthetic
affinity and emotional resonance, aroused by the visual language of the paintings,
helped to transcend the political estrangement that had accumulated between China
and Indonesia in the preceding decade.

Chinese ink paintings, selected as national gifts to Sukarno, carried unique aes-
thetic features and political implications that reinforced Sukarno’s acknowledgment
of China’s artistic tradition and modern industrial achievement. Qi Baishi’s Pine and
Peony not only introduced Sukarno to the classical aesthetic of literati paintings. With
Mao’s signature and Qi’s international identity as a peace envoy, this painting also con-
veyed the value China placed on peace, which echoed Sukarno’s and Prime Minister
Zhou’s advocations at the Bandung Conference. Xu Beihong’s Horse, signed by Zhou,
showed Sukarno a new style of ink painting that Xu had developed during the War of
Resistance against JapaneseAggressionby incorporatingWesternpainting techniques.
Equally remarkable is Xu’s reputation among influential overseas Chinese figures in
Southeast Asia, which endowedhisHorsewith a symbolicmeaning for commemorating
the China-Indonesia Dual Nationality Treaty signed by Sukarno and Zhou during the
Bandung Conference. Lastly, Zhang Xuefu’s Transform Floods into Hydraulic Engineering
exemplified new national paintings in the early PRC period, when the artist integrated
a traditional painting format, realistic techniques of Western art, and the subject of
socialist construction. In particular, the Foziling Reservoir in Zhang’s painting pre-
sented to Sukarno a new profile of China as a growing industrial power. The three
works created by Qi, Xu, and Zhang reveal the continuous innovation of ink paintings
in the different periods of twentieth-century China, constructing the national identity
of Chinese art in the discourse of the international cultural milieu.

While serving diplomatic purposes, the art exchanges between China and Indonesia
raised consciousness of the developing indigenous art forms of the two countries as
a reaction against the hegemony of Soviet socialist realism and American abstract
expressionism, whichwere themainstream art forms instrumentalized in propagating
the political ideologies of the two superpowers. China-Indonesia art exchange activ-
ities turned people’s attention to the diversity of indigenous paintings, raising the
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national consciousness of the two newly independent Asian countries and helping
to solidify the cultural bond between them. The presence of Balinese paintings and
dances in China allowed Chinese viewers to learn different art forms beyond socialist
realist art. Furthermore, in viewing Chinese traditionalist artworks, Indonesian artists
were inspired to explore their native art forms. For example, after seeing native images
on Chinese new-year pictures and woodcuts, Sudjojono suggested using Indonesia’s
traditional wayang performance to express political ideals.93 The value of cultural
diversity was also manifested in the different political identities and ethnicities of
Chinese art delegates, including the Islamic dancer Zohara Shahmayeva, the Islamic
director Burhan Shahidi of the China-Indonesia Friendship Association in Beijing, and
the non-communist director Zheng Zhenduo of the Chinese Art Delegation. The ideo-
logical and cultural diversity of the art and cultural delegates would facilitate Chinese
communication with the Indonesian people from multiple religions, ethnicities, and
political parties.

Following Sukarno’s visit, the Chinese government continued to promote the
Paintings from the Collection of Dr. Sukarno President of the Republic of Indonesia. In 1959,
the government sent the anthology to the Leipzig Book Fair held in the GDR, together
with an English translation of Mao’s poetry entitledMao Tse-Tung Poems. In 1961, when
Sukarno paid his second visit to China, the Chinese government hosted a solo exhibi-
tion displaying Dullah’s paintings, and published the third and fourth volumes of the
anthology of Sukarno’s art collection, followed by the fifth and sixth volumes during
his third visit to China in 1964. The six-volume anthology contains 576 paintings from
Sukarno’s collection. The process extended from 1956 to 1964 and was accompanied
by Sukarno’s three visits to China. It was during this period that Sukarno developed
his idea of ‘Guided Democracy’ and publicly proposed a seat for China in the United
Nations. China-Indonesia art exchanges waned after Sukarno stepped down from the
political centre. Many artists who were alleged to be communists were persecuted
after the political coup on 30 September 1965, and the cultural exchanges between
China and Indonesia were interrupted during the Suharto period (1967–1998).

The publication of the Paintings from the Collection of Dr. Sukarno President of the
Republic of Indonesia and the Chinese ink paintings gifted to Sukarno shed light on the
significant role that visual art could play in the China-Indonesia fraternal relation-
ship. The scholar Monica Popescu described postwar African literature as a struggle
fought at penpoint against the backdrop of the Cold War,94 and in that vein, the paint-
ings in China-Indonesia art exchanges illustrate visual art as a struggle fought by the
brush. Unlike written words, visual art is comprehensible to both the literate and
the illiterate, directly arousing emotional and psychological reactions towards what
is represented and implied in the artworks. With distinct media and styles, Balinese
paintings and Chinese ink paintings offer a different mode of art diplomacy that
upends the paradigmdefined by the two superpowers’mainstreamart trends of social-
ist realism and abstract expressionism. Historians have convincingly argued that the

93Spanjaard, Artists and their inspiration, p. 63
94Monica Popescu, At penpoint: African literature, postcolonial studies, and the Cold War (Durham, NC: Duke

University Press, 2020).
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emergence of new states in Asia, Africa, and Latin America stood at the centre of the
Cold War—a key reason why the conflict lasted as long as it did.95 In this light, the art
interactions between China and Indonesia, a mirror of Asian peace and unity, did not
reflect the centre of the Cold War but instead was one centre of it.
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